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To Whom it may concern,
My Background
I own and have operated for 20 years a Company called Industrial Fire & Electrical Pty.Ltd. based
in Launceston with Workshops in Moonah, Burnie and Lady Barron
I currently employ 55 Tasmanians including 13 Full time apprentices and 4 upskilling Apprentices

plus I have another 4 new Apprentices already signed up to commence on 4th January 2022
In my working life I have trained or assisted in the training of 58 Apprentices to date, with only 3
not completing ( 2 of those did complete with another employer ).
I therefore believe I have knowledge gained over 50 years of dealings with TASTAFE and it’s
predecessor.
 
My Submission

While I respect the government position not to privatise TASTAFE I do not believe some of
the long term institutional issues cannot be addressed adequately under the current
model or the proposal model.

My comments are only in regards to the Electrical Departments, I have no first
hand knowledge to comment on other areas of TASTAFE.
These issue relate to a minority of Staff but certainly exist
There is some inconsistence across the training modules from all 3 sites and this
may relate to my next point
Issues exist with some long term staff who are out of touch with modern day trade
techniques and there is nothing I can see in the new proposal to change this.

In the Electrical Industry tradesmen have to attend upskilling events to gain
CPD points to keep their Practitioners Licences, however it would seem in
some instances at TASTAFE a job is a job for life without much need to keep
in touch with modern practices.

It is very hard for employers to contact teaching staff, access is generally through
an Office Person, who do a very good job, but sometimes employers & teachers
would both get a better outcome if they could correspond even verbally as
situations change.

Under the current model I have Apprentices who cannot receive the training required,
even although TASTAFE , myself and the Apprentice have signed a Training Contract,
because TASTAFE cannot put on a temporary staff member to replace a long term sick
teacher so the current answer is to notify myself and the apprentice that training cannot
be provided.

In private Industry a Contract is a Contract and enforceable by all parties, and if
unforeseen things occur then temporary arrangements are put in place to address,
however in the Current TASTAFE model it is a three way contract, but only two
parties need to keep to the contract.
Under the current system there is supposed to be 2 or 3 contacts per year between
Teachers and Employers. This used to be site visits, now it is occasionally a phone
call, but in reality at present with 13 Apprentices plus 4 upskilling Apprentices I



think I have had only one or two contacts over the past year,( Except for new sign
ups ) if not longer.

While there has been some discussion and a recent survey in regards to Day Release or
Block Release of Apprentices for TASTAFE training, but there still appears to be no
decision and it would appear that existing arrangements made at each TAFE location will
still apply. It is extremely frustrating running a state-wide company with apprentices
across three TASTAFE sites when there are inconsistencies.

In my mind Block release is better simply because we can deploy our workforce to
remote locations and not have to worry about getting Apprentices back for TAFE
training one day per week, but I don’t really mind, just have one system.

I am extremely concerned that even with the proposed changes and the current skill
shortage in Tasmania, that TASTAFE will be unable to offer training for all new
Apprentices. From my new apprentices from the last many months TASTAFE is not
offering training until 2022 and not many dates locked in at present. ( I accept that new
sign ups from maybe July this is impractical ). With another 4 Apprentices coming
something needs to be actioned very quickly. If my company has this issue the I am
certain we are not the only company in Tasmania who is upsizing to meet the current
unprecedented building and industrial developments that is currently occurring
throughout Tasmania.
In my opinion we do need to keep the TASTAFE system as the main RTO for Apprentices in
Tasmania, there are many other ramifications in my mind if other Trade Union Based
RTO’s are allowed to do Apprentice Training in this state.

 
Thank You
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